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The theory of absorbance is developed for the entire electromagnetic spectrum of radiation in a
semi-infinite anisotropic medium with a second rank dielectric tensor, the elements of which are
complex and frequency dependent. The theory of the absorbanceAsv ,ud of an optically anisotropic
liquid in an infraredsIRd test cell is then outlined and applied to IR transmission experiments. A
formula for the dependence ofAsv ,ud, on u su being the angle between the electric vector and the
principal optical axisd is derived from first principles. The formula, for radiation of angular
frequency v, viz, Asv ,ud=−log10f10−Asv,0dcos2u+10−Asv,p/2dsin2ug is in agreement with that
proposed by Jang, Park, Maclennan, Kim, and ClarkfFerroelectrics180, 213s1996d g and confirms
some of the work of Kocot, Wrzalik, and VijfLiq. Cryst. 21, 147 s1996dg. The comments on this
formula by Jang, Park, Kim, Glaser, and ClarkfPhys. Rev. E62, 5027s2000dg, and by Kocotet al.
are discussed. The absorbanceAsv ,0d andAsv ,p /2d have been expressed in terms of the optical
properties of the material and the dimensions of the cell. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1874833g

I. INTRODUCTION

Infrared absorbance spectroscopy is a powerful tech-
nique for studying the molecular structure and this technique
has also been applied to the study of liquid crystalline
material1 in the nematic phase since the early 1970’s. This
technique was first applied in the early 1990’s to the study of
the ferroelectric liquid crystalline materials and in particular
for determining the tilt angle and the orientational order
parameter.2 Recently, the technique has been used to deter-
mine a complete set of second rank orientational order
parameters.3,4 The orientational distribution function of the
directors in smectic layers has been determined for the ferro-
electric liquid crystals first by Fukudaet al.5 In this paper we
theoretically investigate the absorbance as a function of the
angle of polarization where a ferroelectric liquid crystal is
confined to lie between the two windows of a cell. The mea-
surement of the absorption of infraredsIRd radiation in a
liquid crystal involves an arrangement shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The radiation is divided by a beam splitterA; one
part constituting a reference beam of intensityI ref, the other
enters the test cellB with intensity I in.

The transmittanceof the test cell,Tcellsvd, for radiation
with angular frequencyv, is defined by the relation,

Tcellsvd ;
Ioutsvd
I insvd

, s1.1d

in which Ioutsvd is the intensity of the beam leaving the test
cell andI insvd is the intensity of the beam entering the test
cell. We shall assume that

I insvd = I refsvd. s1.2d

Suppose that both these beams have the same cross-
sectional areas then we may expressTcellsvd in terms of the
corresponding power-flux densities,Prefsvd and Poutsvd, as
follows:

Tcellsvd =
Ioutsvd
I refsvd

=
sPoutsvd
sPrefsvd

=
Poutsvd
Prefsvd

. s1.3d

The units ofPrefsvd andPoutsvd are W m−2.
If the radiation is plane polarized and if the test cell

contains an optically anisotropic substance, the power-flux
density Pout, and hence the transmittanceTcell, will depend
on u, the angle between the electric vector of the incident
beam and thez sor 3d axis of the test cell. See Fig. 2. There-
fore we replace Eq.s1.3d by

Tcellsv,ud =
Poutsv,ud
Prefsv,ud

. s1.4d

In Sec. III we shall show, in Eq.s3.14d, that in general,

Tcellsv,ud = Lisvdcos2u + L'svdsin2u, s1.5d

the factorsLisvd and L'svd depend upon the dimensions
and optical properties of the test cell and on the optical prop-
erties of its contents. Unfortunately there are no simple, gen-
eral expressions forLisvd andL'svd.

The absorbanceof the test cell,Asv ,ud, is defined by
the equation,

Asv,ud ; − log10Tcellsv,ud, s1.6d

this result with Eq.s1.5d leads to
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10−Asv,ud = Tcellsv,ud = Lisvdcos2u + L'svdsin2u s1.7d

and hence

10−Asv,0d = Lisvd, s1.8ad

10−Asv,p/2d = L'svd. s1.8bd

With the following notation:

Asv,0d = Aisvd, s1.9ad

Asv,p/2d = A'svd, s1.9bd

Eq. s1.6d may be written in the form

Asv,ud = − log10f10−Aisvdcos2u + 10−A'svdsin2ug. s1.10d

This equation was proposed by Janget al.6 who obtained
values ofAisvd andA'svd by fitting it to experimental data.
Several materials have been examined by means of Eq.
s1.10d such as the helical structure of a SmC* phase as well
as the state which is fully unwound by an electric field.7–12

The measurements were made on liquid crystalline samples
of thicknesses of up to 15µm. The fully unwound SmC*

state is known to have a finite degree of biaxiality. Janget al.
state in one of their recent papers10 fas a footnote in their
reference 13g, without providing reasons, that Eq.s1.10d is
exact only in the absence of birefringencesno anisotropy of
the dielectric permittivityd. Because in most experiments the
IR radiation is polarized nearly along the principal optical
axis of the dielectric, Janget al.10 assume that the birefrin-
gence may be ignored in samples of a few micrometers in
thickness. From our derivation of Eq.s1.7d in Sec. III fsee
Eq. s3.14dg it does not seem that it is subject to such limita-
tions.

To clarify the discussion we outline, in Sec. II A, the
theory of the propagation of electromagnetic waves in aniso-
tropic media and in Sec. II B we discuss the passage of an IR
beam through a test cell containing an anisotropic medium.
Expressions for the Poynting vector are obtained in Sec. III,
and those for the density of power absorption in Sec. IV. The
molecular aspects of the problem are considered in Sec. V. A
general discussion and conclusions will be found in Sec. VI,
together with an analysis of the calculations of Kocotet al.7

It is found that, for a general molecular orientational distri-

bution function, the equation derived by Kocotet al.7 is ob-
tained in the absence of quadrupolar orderfD=0 in Eq.
s6.9dg; this equation is also valid in the case of thin samples
with C=D=0.

II. MACROSCOPIC CONSIDERATIONS

A. Homogeneous plane-wave propagation
in a semi-infinite anisotropic medium

In this section we derive expressions for the electric field
of a polarized, homogeneous plane-wave launched into the
infinite plane boundary of a semi-infinite optically aniso-
tropic medium. A homogeneous wave is one in which the
planes of constant amplitude and those of constant phase are
parallel to one another. The ensuing calculations are based on
the treatment by Landau and Lifshitz.13 A more general treat-
ment on the propagation of the electromagnetic wave in an
infinite medium has been given by Yuanet al.14,15 in which
they also consider spatial dispersion, i.e., permittivity to be
spatially dependent on the wave vector, in addition to its
frequency dependence. They expand the dielectric tensor as a
Taylor series expansion to first order in the wave vectork.
However, in the analysis given here, we confine ourselves to
investigating the propagation in an absorbing anisotropic me-
dium confined to a cell and ignore spatial dispersion. We can
justify this by stating that the wavelengths considered here
are too large compared with the intermolecular separations in
the liquid crystalline material and furthermore this linear
term in k is likely to introduce only a small correction. By
explicitly including just the linear term ink, the calculations
become too complicated to be helpful in the problem under
discussion. We thus assume that all values ofk are allowed
for the different frequencies under discussion.

For an insulating medium devoid of free electric charges,
Maxwell’s equationssin SI unitsd take the form

FIG. 1. The IR radiation is divided by the beam splitterA. The reflected
portion is used as a reference; the transmitted portion enters the test cellB.

FIG. 2. The arrangement for making IR absorption measurements. The ra-
diation of wave vectork propagates along they, or 2, axis. The sample lies
between twosa,bd CaF2 windows, each with an indium tin oxidesITOd
electrodesc,dd. The smectic layerssfd lie in the x-y plane. The electric
vectorE0 of the polarized radiation is perpendicular tok and makes an angle
u with the z axis which is taken to be the principal optical axis.
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curl esr ,td = − ]tbsr ,td,

curl hsr ,td = ]tdsr ,td, s2.1d

div dsr ,td = div bsr ,td = 0,

in which the vectorsesr ,td , hsr ,td , dsr ,td, andbsr ,td are,
respectively, the electric field, the magnetizing force, the
electric flux density, and the magnetic flux density, at posi-
tion r at timet. The vectorr has Cartesian componentsr1,r2,
and r3, such that

r = i1r1 + i2r2 + i3r3 = i1x + i2y + i3z, s2.2d

in which i1, i2, andi3 ssee Fig. 3d are three mutually perpen-
dicular unit vectors of a right-handed coordinate system.

For a plane wave of angular frequencyv and complex,
frequency-dependent propagation vectorksvd, the vectors
e,h ,d, andb may be expressed as follows:

esr ,td = ReE0svdexpfısvt − k · r dg,

hsr ,td = ReH0svdexpfısvt − k · r dg,

s2.3d
dsr ,td = ReD0svdexpfısvt − k · r dg,

bsr ,td = ReB0svdexpfısvt − k · r dg,

whereı=Î−1, and Re denotes “real part of”. We shall restrict
attention to nonmagnetic media, so that

bsr ,td = m0hsr ,td,

s2.4d
B0svd = m0H0svd,

in which m0 is the permeability of free space. The quantities
E0svd , D0svd, andH0svd are the complex vector amplitudes
of esr ,td , dsr ,td, andhsr ,td, at r =0 andt=0, for a particular
propagation vectorksvd. This vector may be split into its
real and imaginary components, and in keeping with the con-
vention that counter-clockwise rotations are positive, we
write

ksvd = k8svd − i k9svd. s2.5d

To ensure that the plane wave is homogeneous, the vectors
k8svd andk9svd must be parallel. The insertion of Eqs.s2.3d
and s2.4d into Eqs.s2.1d leads to

− i ksvd 3 E0svd = − ivm0H0svd, s2.6d

− i ksvd 3 H0svd = ivD0svd, s2.7d

i ksvd ·D0svd = 0, s2.8d

i ksvd ·B0svd = i ksvd ·H0svd = 0. s2.9d

Equationss2.8d ands2.9d indicate thatksvd is perpendicular
to D0svd and to H0svd. When we combine Eqs.s2.6d and
s2.7d we obtain the relation

ksvd 3 fksvd 3 E0svdg = − v2m0D0svd. s2.10d

By means of the standard formula from vector algebra,

A 3 sA 3 Bd = AsA ·Bd − A2B, s2.11d

we may rearrange Eq.s2.10d to read

ksvd†ksvd ·E0svd‡ − fksvdg2E0svd = − v2m0D0svd.

s2.12d

It is clear from this equation thatD0svd need not be parallel
to E0svd. We cope with this possibility by introducing the
complex, frequency-dependent, relative permittivity tensor
«a,bsvd. The suffixesa andb can take the values 1, 2, or 3.
We therefore write

D0asvd = «0o
b=1

3

«a,bsvdE0bsvd = «0«a,bsvdE0bsvd,

s2.13d

in which summation over the repeated suffixb is implied in
the last term. Thus Eq.s2.13d, written in full, reads as fol-
lows:

D01svd = «0f«1,1svdE01svd + «1,2svdE02svd

+ «1,3svdE03svdg,

D02svd = «0f«2,1svdE01svd + «2,2svdE02svd

+ «2,3svdE03svdg, s2.14d

D03svd = «0f«3,1svdE01svd + «3,2svdE02svd

+ «3,3svdE03svdg,

where«0 is the permittivity of free space. For the materials
considered here, the permittivity tensor is symmetrical, that
is,

«a,bsvd = «b,asvd. s2.15d

Equations2.12d, when expressed in tensor form is

c0
2fkasvdkbsvdE0b − kbsvdkbsvdE0asvdg

= − «a,bsvdE0bsvd, s2.16d

in which the summation convention is implied and where
c0=Îs«0m0d−1 is the speed of light in free space.

In view of the symmetry condition in Eq.s2.15d, it is
always possible to choose a set of coordinate axes so that the
permittiivity tensor becomes diagonal. Therefore, in matrix
form, we have

FIG. 3. The right-handed coordinate system with unit vectorsi1, i2, andi3.
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f«a,bsvdg = 3«1svd 0 0

0 «2svd 0

0 0 «3svd
4 , s2.17d

where we have used the abbreviations:«1,1svd=«1svd,
«2,2svd=«2svd, and«3,3svd=«3svd. With this result we may
express Eq.s2.16d in matrix form as follows:

c0
23k0

2«1 − sk2
2 + k3

2d k1k2 k1k3

k1k2 k0
2«2 − sk1

2 + k3
2d k2k3

k1k3 k2k3 k0
2«3 − sk1

2 + k2
2d
4

33E01svd
E02svd
E03svd

4 = 0, s2.18d

where we have introducedk0, the free-space wave number of
the radiation, defined by the relation

k0 ;
v

c0
=

2p

l0
, s2.19d

l0 being the free-space wavelength. To save space in Eq.
s2.18d we have dropped the dependence onv of k1, k2, and
k3. The condition that the matrix Eq.s2.18d has a solution is
that the determinant of the left-hand matrix should vanish,
that is,

*k0
2«1 − k2

2 − k3
2 k1k2 k1k3

k1k2 k0
2«2 − k1

2 − k3
2 k2k3

k1k3 k2k3 k0
2«3 − k1

2 − k2
2* = 0.

s2.20d

After considerable algebra this equation reduces to

«1«2«3 − «1s«2 + «3dk1
2k0

−2 − «2s«1 + «3dk2
2k0

−2

− «3s«1 + «2dk3
2k0

−2 + «1k1
2k2k0

−4 + «2k2
2k2k0

−4

+ «3k3
2k2k0

−4 = 0, s2.21d

where we have used the facts that

ksvd = i1k1svd + i2k2svd + i3k3svd s2.22d

and

k2 ; fksvdg2 = uksvdu2

= ksvd ·ksvd = fk1svdg2 + fk2svdg2 + fk3svdg2

= k1
2 + k2

2 + k3
2. s2.23d

Now we restrict our attention to a plane-wave traveling
along the 2sor y d axis, so thatk1svd=k3svd=0. In this case
Eq. s2.21d reduces to the following quadratic ink2

2k0
−2:

«1svd«2svd«3svd − «2svdf«1svd + «3svdgk2
2k0

−2

+ «2svdk2
4k0

−4 = 0. s2.24d

On dividing throughout by«2svd, we find the solutions of
this equation to be

k2
2k0

−2 =
f«1svd + «3svdg ± Îf«1svd + «3svdg2 − 4«1svd«3svd

2

=
f«1svd + «3svdg ± Îf«1svd − «3svdg2

2

= H«1svd
«3svd J . s2.25d

These two solutions correspond, respectively, to plane waves
with their electric vectors parallel either to the 1sor x d axis
fE'svd= i1E'svdg or to the 3sor z d axis fEisvd= i3Eisvdg,
see Fig. 4. If the medium is dissipative, the quantities«1svd
and «3svd will be complex and, hence, so also will be the
values ofk2svd obtained from Eq.s2.25d. We shall use the
following notation:

k' = k'svd = i2k'svd = i2fk'8 svd − i k'9 svdg,

s2.26d
k i = k isvd = i2kisvd = i2fki8svd − i ki9svdg,

so that

k'
2 = fk'svdg2 = fk'8 svd − i k'9 svdg2

= k0
2«1svd =

v2

c0
2 f«18svd − i «19svdg, s2.27ad

ki
2 = fkisvdg2 = fki8svd − i ki8svdg2

= k0
2«3svd =

v2

c0
2 f«38svd − i «39svdg. s2.27bd

After separating the real and imaginary parts of these expres-
sions, we find that

fk'8 svdg2 − fk'9 svdg2 =
v2

c0
2 «18svd, s2.28ad

2k'8 svdk'9 svd =
v2

c0
2 «19svd, s2.28bd

fki8svdg2 − fki9svdg2 =
v2

c0
2 «38svd, s2.28cd

2ki8svdki9svd =
v2

c0
2 «39svd. s2.28dd

Thus, in view of these results and Eqs.s2.1d and s2.3d, we
have

FIG. 4. To illustrate the two possible transverse waves propagating along
the 2 axis with propagation vectorsk i andk'.
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k'svd 3 E'svd = i2 3 i1k'svdE'svd

= − i3k'svdE'svd

= − i3vm0H'svd = vm0H'svd, s2.29ad

k isvd 3 Eisvd = i2 3 i3kisvdEisvd

= i1kisvdEisvd

= i1vm0Hisvd = vm0H isvd. s2.29bd

Since divbsr ,td=div hsr ,td=0 everywhere, the vectorsk
and H must be perpendicular to one another. Consequently
the set of vectorsk' , E', andH' and the setk i , Ei, andH i

are each mutually orthogonal. Therefore the vector pairs
sE' ,H'd andsEi ,H id both lie in the 1-3 plane perpendicular
to the direction of propagation as in Fig. 4.

We have the following relations between the magnitudes
E'svd, andH'svd, and between the magnitudesEisvd and
Hisvd:

H'svd = uH'svdu =
k'svd
vm0

uE'svdu =
k'svd
vm0

E'svd,

s2.30ad

Hisvd = uH isvdu =
kisvd
vm0

uEisvdu =
kisvd
vm0

Eisvd. s2.30bd

For the two modes of propagation we obtain from Eqs.
s2.3d and s2.26d the following expressions for the electric
field vectors:

e'sy,td = i1expf− k'9 svdygReE'svdexphifvt − k'8 svdygj,

s2.31ad

eisy,td = i3expf− ki9svdygReEisvdexphifvt − ki8svdygj

s2.31bd

and for the magnetizing force vectors:

h'sy,td = − i3expf− k'9 svdygRe
k'svd
vm0

E'svd

3exphifvt − k'8 svdygj, s2.31cd

hisy,td = i1expf− ki9svdygRe
kisvd
vm0

Eisvd

3exphifvt − ki8svdygj. s2.31dd

If E'svd andEisvd are real quantities, these equations take
the simpler forms

e'sy,td = i1expf− k'9 svdygcosfvt − k'8 svdygE'svd,

s2.32ad

eisy,td = i3expf− ki9svdygcosfvt − ki8svdygEisvd, s2.32bd

h'sy,td = − i3expf− k'9 svdygHk'8 svd
vm0

cosfvt − k'8 svdyg

+
k'9 svd
vm0

sinfvt − k'8 svdygJE'svd, s2.32cd

hisy,td = i1expf− ki8svdygHki8svd
vm0

cosfvt − ki8svdyg

+
ki8svd
vm0

sinfvt − ki8svdygJE
9
svd. s2.32dd

These are equations of damped positive traveling waves, i.e.,
waves along the positive 2sor y d axis, with phase velocities,

nph'svd =
v

k'8 svd
=

c0

ReÎ«1svd
=

c0

n18svd
, s2.33ad

nphisvd =
v

ki8svd
=

c0

ReÎ«3svd
=

c0

n38svd
. s2.33bd

These relations involve the real parts of the appropriate com-
plex refractive indices,

n1svd ; n18svd − i n19svd = Î«1svd, s2.34ad

n3svd ; n38svd − i n39svd = Î«3svd, s2.34bd

in which the positive root is to be taken for positive traveling
waves. If we express the complex, relative permittivity in the
form

«svd = u«svduexps− ıdd s2.35d

with

u«svdu = Îf«8svdg2 + f«9svdg2 s2.36d

and

d = arctanf«9svd/«8svdg s2.37d

then

nsvd = Îu«svduexps− ıd/2d

= unsvdufcossd/2d − ı sinsd/2dg. s2.38d

Because, for a nonmagnetic medium,d must lie somewhere
in the range from 0 top it follows that n8svd can never be
negative. Corresponding to Eqs.s2.28d we have

fn8svdg2 − fn9svdg2 = «8svd s2.39ad

and

2n8svdn9svd = «9svd. s2.39bd

B. Propagation within the test cell

The analysis of the passage of radiation through the test
cell is made difficult by the presence of the windowsssee
Fig. 2d which give rise to multiple reflections within the win-
dows themselves and within the sample. An exact analysis
would require the calculation of the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients at each interface in the cell. Such calcula-
tions would require detailed knowledge of the optical prop-
erties of the windows of the cell and its contents.
Unfortunately this information is lacking. However, as we
shall show, it is possible to evade this difficulty when the
sample is strongly absorbing.
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The electric field within the sample is the sum of the
fields of a succession of damped forward and backward trav-
eling waves.

We shall take the origin of the coordinates to be just
inside the sample as indicated in Fig. 2. The sample lies
between the two 1-3sx-zd planes passing through the points
y=0, andy=L, L being the width of the cell. We shall treat
the interfaces as infinite planes. It is permissible to consider
each mode of propagation separately. We shall, first, concen-
trate on the mode in which the electric field is perpendicular
to the 3 sor zd axis. If the amplitude of the electric field
entering, and just inside, the sample is denoted by

E'sv,0d = E'svd = i1E'svd, s2.40d

then in view of the results obtained in Sec II A, the electric
field on some planey within the sample may be expressed in
the following manner:

e'sy,td = i1ReE'sv,yd«ivt, s2.41d

in which

E'sv,yd = E'svdh«−i k'y + R'svd«−i k's2L−yd

+ fR'svdg2«−i k's2L+yd + fR'svdg3«−i k's3L−yd

+ fR'svdg4«−i k's3L+yd + ¯ j s2.42d

and R'svd takes account of the reflection at the sample-
window interface, including the multiple reflections within
the window. In a similar way we have for the magnetizing
force vector

h'sy,td = − i3ReH'sv,yd«ivt, s2.43d

where, in view of Eq.s2.30ad,

H'sv,yd =
k'svd
vm0

E'svdh«−i k'y − R'svd«−i k's2L−yd

+ fR'svdg2«−i k's2L+yd − fR'svdg3«−i k's3L−yd

+ fR'svdg4«−i k's3L+yd + ¯ j. s2.44d

Note that the odd powers ofR'svd now have a negative sign
because these terms arise from backward waves for which
the magnetizing force vector is the reverse of that in a for-
ward wave.

As we shall later require the derivatives ofE'sv ,yd and
of H'sv ,yd with respect toy, it is convenient to give their
values here

]E'sv,yd
]y

= †− i k'svd‡E'svdh«−i k'y

− R'svd«−i k's2L−yd + fR'svdg2«−i k1s2L+yd

− fR'svdg3«−i k's3L−yd

+ fR'svdg4«−i k's3L+yd + ¯ j s2.45d

and using Eq.s2.30ad we obtain

]E'sv,yd
]y

= − ivm0H'sv,yd. s2.46d

In the same way we find from Eqs.s2.42d and s2.44d that

]H'sv,yd
]y

= − ik'
2 svdE'sv,yd. s2.47d

In the following section, where we treat the Poynting vector,
we shall require the value of

]

]y
E'sv,ydH'

* sv,yd = H'
* sv,yd

]

]y
E'sv,yd

+ E'sv,yd
]

]y
H'

* sv,yd s2.48d

where * indicates the complex conjugate. By means of Eqs.
s2.46d and s2.47d we get

]

]y
E'sv,ydH'

* sv,yd

= − ivm0uH'sv,ydu2 + i
k'

* 2svd
vm0

uE'sv,ydu2

= −
2k'8 svdk'9 svd

vm0
uE'sv,ydu2 − i

1

vm0
†svm0d2uH'sv,ydu2

− hfk'8 svdg2 − fk'9 svdg2juE'sv,ydu2‡. s2.49d

Note that the first term in the second part of this equation is
entirely real, and the second term is entirely imaginary.

The series which appear in Eqs.s2.42d ands2.44d can be
summed, and we find it possible to write these equations in
the following way:

E'sv,yd = E'svd«−i k'yC',Esv,yd s2.50ad

and

H'sv,yd = H'svd«−i k'yC',Hsv,yd

=
k'svd
vm0

E'svd«−i k'yC',Hsv,yd. s2.50bd

The coefficientsC',Esv ,yd, andC',Hsv ,yd have the values,

C',Esv,yd = F1 + R'svd
fR'svd + «i2k'yg«−i2k'L

h1 − fR'svdg2«−ik'Lj G
s2.51ad

and

C',Hsv,yd = F1 + R'svd
fR'svd − «i2k'yg«−i2k'L

h1 − fR'svdg2«−ik'Lj G .

s2.51bd

It is clear from these last equations that the sum

C',Esv,yd + C',Hsv,yd = 2F1 +
fR'svdg2«−i2k'L

h1 − fR'svdg2«−ik'LjG
s2.52d

and is independent ofy.
Finally we note that the relations for the mode in which

the electric vector is parallel to the 3sor zd axis may be
obtained from the foregoing equations by replacing the sub-
script ' by the subscripti throughout, and by changing the
vector −i3 in Eq. s2.43d to the vectori1.
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III. THE POYNTING VECTOR

The time-dependent Poynting vectorssr ,td is defined by
the equation

ssr ,td ; esr ,td 3 hsr ,td s3.1d

and is a measure of the power-flux density in an electromag-
netic field. Equations3.1d implies that for a plane electro-
magnetic wave, the Poynting vectors is parallel to the propa-
gation vectork.

To calculate the Poynting vector in the test cell we must
take into consideration the angleu between the electric vec-
tor of the incoming radiation and the 3sor zd axis of the test
cell. Thus the electric field,Einsv ,ud=E0svd, in the wave
approaching the test cell has two componentsssee Fig. 5d,

Einsv,ud = si1sinu + i3cosudE0svd. s3.2d

Each component of this approaching wave creates its own
plane wave with propagation vectors:k'svd= i2k'svd and
k isvd= i2kisvd. The magnitudes of the electric vectors of the
waves just entering the test cell will be directly proportional
to the components ofE0svd. Therefore we write

E'sv,0d = E'svd = i1F',EsvdE0svdsinu, s3.3ad

Eisv,0d = Eisvd = i3Fi,EsvdE0svdcosu, s3.3bd

in which the coefficientsF',Esvd andFi,Esvd take account of
the properties of the windows and of the window-sample
interface. The magnitudes of the magnetic vectors,H'svd
and H isvd, may be calculated from the corresponding elec-
tric vectors by means of Eqs.s2.30d, and their orientations
are indicated in Fig. 4.

Using the relations obtained in Sec. II B, we find that the
total electric field vector within the sample is

esr ,td = Rehi1E'svdC',Esv,yd«fisvt−k'ydg

+ i3EisvdCi,Esv,yd«fisvt−kiydgj

= Re«ivtEinsvdhi1sinu F',EsvdC',Esv,yd«−ik'y

+ i3cosu Fi,EsvdCi,Esv,yd«−ikiyj s3.4ad

and the magnetizing force vector is

hsr ,td = Reh− i3H'svdC',Hsv,yd«fisvt−k'ydg

+ i1HisvdCi,Hsv,yd«fisvt−kiydgj

= svm0d−1Re«ivth− i3k'svdE'svd

3C',Hsv,yd«−ik'y

+ i1kisvdEisvdCi,Hsv,yd«−ikiyj

= svm0d−1Re«ivtEinsvd

3h− i3sinu k'svdF',EsvdC',Hsv,yd«−ik'y

+ i1cosu kisvdFi,EsvdCi,Hsv,yd«−ikiyj. s3.4bd

The time average over one cycle, of durationT=2p /v, of
the product of the two sinusoidal functions of time,

astd = ReAsvd«ivt

= uAsvduRe«iasvd«ivt

= uAsvducosfvt + asvdg,

bstd = ReBsvd«ivt

= uBsvduRe«ibsvd«ivt

= uBsvducosfvt + bsvdg, s3.5d

is given by

astdbstdT ;
1

T
E

0

T

dtastdbstd

= 1
2ReAsvdB*svd

= 1
2ReA*svdBsvd

= 1
2uAsvduuBsvducosfasvd − bsvdg. s3.6d

With this result we find that the time average of the Poynting
vector withe andh given by Eqs.s3.4ad and s3.4bd is

Ssyd = i2Ssyd = esr,td 3 hsr,tdT

= i2
1
2„vm0…

−1ReuE0svdu2h«−2k'9 ysin2u

3fuF',Esvdu2k'
* svdC',Esv,ydC',H

* sv,ydg

+ «−2ki9ycos2ufuFi,Esvdu2ki
*svdCi,Esv,ydCi,H

* sv,ydgj.

s3.7d

We may assume thatE0svd is a real quantity so that

Ssyd =
1

2
Î «0

m0
uE0svdu2fcos2uGisv,yd + sin2G'sv,ydg

s3.8d

with

Gisv,yd = „c0/v…expf− 2ki9svdyg

3uFi,Esvdu2Refki
*svdCi,Esv,ydCi,H

* sv,ydg

= expf− 2ki9svdyg

3uFi,Esvdu2Rek0
−1fki

*svdCi,Esv,ydCi,H
* sv,ydg

s3.9ad

and

FIG. 5. The total electric vectorE0 lies in the 1-3 plane and makes an angle
u with the 3 axis.
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G'sv,yd = „c0/v…expf− 2k'9 svdyg

3uF',Esvdu2Refk'svd
* C',Esv,ydC',H

* sv,ydg

= expf− 2k'9 svdyg

3uF',Esvdu2Rek0
−1fk'svd

* C',Esv,ydC',H
* sv,ydg.

s3.9bd

The mean-power density in the beam approaching the
test cell is

Pinsv,ud = Prefsv,ud =
1

2
Î «0

m0
uE0svdu2, s3.10d

so that the mean-power density entering the sample is

Ss0d = Pinsv,udfcos2u Gisv,0d + sin2u G'sv,0dg s3.11d

and the mean-power density leaving the sample is

SsLd = Pinsv,udfcos2u Gisv,Ld + sin2u G'sv,Ldg.

s3.12d

The mean-power density emerging from the cell,Poutsv ,ud,
will be directly proportional toSsLd but slightly reduced in
intensity by the effect of the window of the test cell. Hence
we write

Poutsv,ud = Pinsv,ud†cos2u wisvdGisv,Ld

+ sin2u w'svdG'sv,Ld‡. s3.13d

The factorswisvd andw'svd take account of the small ab-
sorption of energy as the radiation passes through the exit
window of the test cell.

Recalling Eq.s1.4d, we see that Eq.s3.13d leads to the
following expression for the transmittance of the test cell:

Tcellsv,ud =
Poutsv,ud
Pinsv,ud

= †Lisvdcos2u + L'svdsin2u‡,

s3.14d

where

Lisvd = exp†− 2ki9svdL‡wisvd

3uFi,Esvdu2Rek0
−1
†ki

*svdCi,Esv,LdCi,H
* sv,Ld‡

s3.15ad

and

L'svd = exp†− 2k'9 svdL‡w'svd

3uF',Esvdu2Rek0
−1
†k'

* svdC',Esv,LdC',H
* sv,Ld‡.

s3.15bd

The form of Eq.s3.14d is that first proposed by Janget al.6

Spatial dispersion is ignored in this analysis.14

IV. THE DENSITY OF POWER ABSORPTION

Consider two parallel planes perpendicular to the 2sor yd
axis and separated by a small distancedy, as shown in Fig. 6.
The time-averaged Poynting vectorS was defined in Eq.

s3.7d. The magnitude ofS at the planesy+dyd may be ex-
pressed in terms of its magnitude at the planey by means of
the Taylor expansion,

Ssy + dyd = Ssyd + dy
]Ssyd

]y
+ s…d. s4.1d

The mean power absorbed in the slab of thicknessdy and of
unit s1 m2d cross-sectional area is

Wsyddy = Ssyd − Ssy + dyd

> Ssyd − Ssyd − dy
]Ssyd

]y
> − dy

]Ssyd
]y

. s4.2d

In the limit whendy is vanishingly small we obtain

Wsyd = −
]Ssyd

]y
. s4.3d

HereWsyd is the mean power absorbed per unit volume on
the planey. It is convenient here to split the time-averaged
Poynting vector into two parts,Sisyd andS'syd, for the two
modes of propagation, so that in the notation of Sec. II B, we
have

S'syd = e'sy,tdh'sy,tdT = 1
2ReE'sv,ydH'

* sv,yd s4.4d

with a similar expression forSisyd. From Eq.s2.49d ands4.4d
we get

W'syd = −
]S'syd

]y

= − 1
2Re

]

]y
†E'sv,ydH'

* sv,yd‡

=
1

2

2k'8 svdk'9 svd
vm0

uE'sv,ydu2. s4.5d

By means of Eq.s2.28bd we see that

W'syd = 1
2v«0«19svduE'sv,ydu2 s4.6d

and hence

Wsyd = Wisyd + W'syd

= 1
2v«0†«39svduEisv,ydu2 + «19svduE'sv,ydu2‡ s4.7d

in agreement with standard dielectric theory.16

FIG. 6. The Poynting vectors parallel to the 2 axis, decreases in magnitude
as the wave progresses from the 1-3 plane aty to the 1-3 plane aty+dy.
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V. MICROSCOPIC CONSIDERATIONS

As a model we assume that the medium consists of long,
rodlike molecules withonly an axial electrical polarizability,

asvd = a8svd − ıa9svd. s5.1d

The problem of the local field arises;16 given the postulated
shape of the molecules, it is not unreasonable to assume that
the local field is equal to the macroscopic electric field.sThe
depolarizing factor for an exceedingly prolate spheroid is
negligibly small.16d

If the angular coordinates of a molecule areb andg as
in Fig. 7, the orientational distribution functionrsb ,gd will
be taken to be7

4prsb,gd = 1 + 3A sinb sing + 5BP2scosbd

+ s15/4dfC sin 2b cosg + D sin2b cos 2g

+ E sin 2b sing + F sin2b sin 2gg, s5.2d

HereA, B, C, D, E,andF are the expansion coefficients and
serve as the order parameters with the maximum value of 1
in completely ordered systems.A measures the polar order
and for the ferroelectric phaseÞ0 in the unwound state.B
measures the order relative to the axis 3.C, D, E, andF are
the four order parameters measuring the quadrupolar order.
P2scosbd=s1/2ds3 cos2b−1d is a Legendre polynomial.

For a static electric fielde= i1e1, the polarization compo-
nents are

p1,1= x1,1«0e1 =
N

V
kase1 cos2g sin2bl

= s«1 − 1d«0e1, s5.3ad

p2,1= x2,1«0e1 =
N

V
kase1cosg sing sin2bl

= s«2,1− 1d«0e1, s5.3bd

p3,1= x3,1«0e1

=
N

V
kase1cosg sing sinbl = s«3,1− 1d«0e1. s5.3cd

In these equationsN denotes the number of molecules in
volumeV,

as = a8s0d s5.4d

and the angular brackets indicate an average given by

ks…dl =E
0

2p

dgE
0

p

db sinbrsb,gds…d. s5.5d

Similarly, for e= i2e2 we have

p1,2= x1,2«0e2 =
N

V
kase2sing cosg sin2bl

= s«1,2− 1d«0e2, s5.6ad

p2,2= x2,2«0e2 =
N

V
kase2sin2g sin2bl = s«2 − 1d«0e2,

s5.6bd

p3,2= x3,2«0e2 =
N

V
kase2sing sinb cosbl

= s«3,2− 1d«0e2, s5.6cd

and fore= i3e3,

p1,3= x1,3«0e2 =
N

V
kase3cosg sinb cosbl

= s«1,3− 1d«0e3, s5.7ad

p2,3= x2,3«0e2 =
N

V
kase3sing sinb cosbl

= s«2,3− 1d«0e3, s5.7bd

p3,3= x3,3«0e2 =
N

V
kase3cos2bl = s«3 − 1d«0e3. s5.7cd

Clearly

xa,b = xb,a, «a,b = «b,a. s5.8d

For an electric field

e= i1e1 + i2e2 + i3e3, s5.9d

the induced-polarization vector

p = i1p1 + i2p2 + i3p3, s5.10d

where the components ofp are given by the matrix equation:

3p1

p2

p3
4 = 3sp1,1+ p1,2+ p1,3d

sp2,1+ p2,2+ p2,3d
sp3,1+ p3,2+ p3,3d

4
= «03x1,1 x1,2 x1,3

x2,1 x2,2 x2,3

x3,1 x3,2 x3,3
43e1

e2

e3
4 . s5.11d

On evaluating the averages in Eqs.s5.3d, s5.6d, ands5.7d by
means of Eq.s5.5d ssee the Appendixd we find that

FIG. 7. The angular coordinatesb andg specify the orientation of a mol-
ecule with respect to the axes 1, 2, and 3.
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3x1,1 x1,2 x1,3

x2,1 x2,2 x2,3

x3,1 x3,2 x3,3
4

=
Nas

«0V3†
1−B

3 + D
2 ‡

F
2

C
2

F
2 †

1−B
3 − D

2 ‡
E
2

C
2

E
2 †

1+2B
3 ‡

4 . s5.12d

The condition that the susceptibility matrix,[xa,b], be diag-
onal is that

C = E = F = 0 s5.13d

and under this condition we get

«1svd − 1 =
Nasvd

«0V
F1 − B

3
+

D

2
G , s5.14ad

«2svd − 1 =
Nasvd

«0V
F1 − B

3
−

D

2
G , s5.14bd

«3svd − 1 =
Nasvd

«0V
F1 + 2B

3
G . s5.14cd

Hence the susceptibility of the sample in its isotropic state is
given by

xisosvd ; «isosvd − 1

= 1
3†«1svd + «2svd + «3svd‡

=
Nasvd
3«0V

F1 − B

3
+

D

2
+

1 − B

3
−

D

2
+

1 + 2B

3
G

=
Nasvd
3«0V

s5.15d

as expected.
Explicit expressions fork'svd and kisvd in terms of

«isosvd, B, andD may be obtained by combining Eq.s2.17d
with the results of this section.

VI. DISCUSSION

In order to simplify the discussion we shall assume that
the windows of the test cell are only weakly reflecting and
hence that their transmittances are close to unity. Under these
assumptions Eqs.s3.15ad and s3.15bd simplify considerably
and take the approximate forms,

Lisvd > k0
−1ki8svdexpf− 2ki9svdLg

> n38svdexpf− 2s2p/l0dn39svdLg, s6.1ad

L'svd > k0
−1k'8 svdexpf− 2k'9 svdLg

> n18svdexpf− 2s2p/l0dn19svdLg. s6.1bd

The absorbanceAsv ,ud, defined by Eq.s1.5d, has the fol-
lowing particular values:

Asv,0d = Aisvd = − log10n38svd + 2s2pL/l0dn39svdlog10«,

s6.2ad

Asv,p/2d = A'svd

= − log10n18svd + 2s2pL/l0dn19svdlog10«.

s6.2bd

Kocot et al.7 assume that the modulus squared of the electric
field within the sample varies with distance according to the
equations:

uEisv,ydu2 = uEisvdu210−Aisvdsy/Ld,

s6.3d
uE'sv,ydu2 = uE'svdu210−A'svdsy/Ld.

With the approximations introduced in this section, our ver-
sions of these equations, based on Eq.s2.50ad, read

uEisv,ydu2 = uEisvdu2expf− 2ki9svdyg
s6.4d

uE'sv,ydu2 = uE'svdu2expf− 2k'9 svdyg.

For Eqs.s6.3d ands6.4d to be compatible it is necessary that

Aisvd = 2ki9svdL log10«, A'svd = 2k'9 svdL log10«.

s6.5d

This condition could be satisfied if the absorption was so
strong as to make the log10n8svd term, in Eq.s6.2d, small in
comparison with the term inn9svd. Kocotet al.7 also derived
an expression forPabssv ,ud, the mean-power density ab-
sorbed by the cell, which seems to be in error.

From the discussion in Sec. I and the definition in Eq.
s1.4d it is clear that with

Pabssv,ud
Pinsv,ud

=
Pinsv,ud − Poutsv,ud

Pinsv,ud
= 1 −Tcellsv,ud, s6.6d

then

1 − Tcellsv,ud = 1 − fLisvdcos2u + L'svdsin2ug

= f1 − Lisvdgcos2u + f1 − L'svdgsin2u,

s6.7d

which differs from the result obtained by Kocotet al. fRef. 7,
Eq. s8dg. For the case ofweakabsorption, we have the ap-
proximation,

Pabssv,ud > Pinsv,ud
2pL

l0
hf2n38svdn39svdgcos2u

+ f2ni8svdn19svdgsin2uj

= Pinsv,ud
2pL

l0
f«39svdcos2u + «19svdsin2ug.

s6.8d

When the sample is isotropic this equation becomes

Pabs
sisodsv,ud = Pinsv,ud

2pL

l0
«iso9 svd. s6.9d

On dividing Eq.s6.8d by Eq. s6.9d, we find, by using Eqs.
s5.14d and s5.15d, that
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Pabssv,ud
Pabs

sisodsv,ud
= Hf1 + 2Bgcos2u + F1 − B +

3D

2
Gsin2uJ

= 1 +Bs2 − 3 sin2ud +
3D

2
sin2u. s6.10d

This equation agrees with that obtained by Kocotet al.
for D=0 fRef. 7, Eq.s12dg.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed the theory of an electromagnetic ho-
mogeneous plane-wave in a semi-infinite, optically aniso-
tropic and absorbing medium. Based on this, and from first
principles, we have derived the empirical equation first pro-
posed by Jang, Park, Kim, and Clark6 for the IR absorbance
as a function of the angle of polarization for normal inci-
dence of an IR beam in a ferroelectric liquid crystalline
sample aligned in the homogeneous configuration and the
sample confined to lie between the windows of a cell. We
find that this equation is not subject to the limitation that the
IR birefringence of the sample should be zero. In the deriva-
tion, we considered the elements of the dielectric tensor to be
complex and frequency dependent but neglected the explicit
dependence on the wave vector. We thus assume that all
values of the wavevector are allowed for the various frequen-
cies. This is justified by the fact the smectic layer thickness
s,3 nmd is much smaller that the shortest wavelength in the
IR beams,3 mmd. The absorbances along the direction of
polarization of the IR beam, and normal to it, are expressed
in terms of the properties of the materials and the dimensions
of the cell. We remark that an earlier simplified attempt by
Kocot, Wrzalik, and Vij7 to derive this formula was based on
certain assumptions and in some cases the equations were in
error. It has been shown that the order parameters in certain
cases can also be calculated from the three different orthogo-
nal components of the relative permittivity.
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APPENDIX: RESULTS OF MATHEMATICAL AVERAGES
OF TRIGNO-METRIC FUNCTIONS OF THE
ANGULAR COORDINATES OF A MOLECLUE

We list here the values of the averages used in the cal-
culation ofxa,b in Sec. V:

ksin2b cos2gl =
1

3
F1 − B +

3D

2
G , sA1d

ksin2b sin2gl =
1

3
F1 − B −

3D

2
G , sA2d

kcos2bl = 1
3s1 + 2Bd, sA3d

ksin2b sing cosgl =
F

2
, sA4d

ksinb cosb singl =
E

2
, sA5d

ksinb cosb cosgl =
C

2
. sA6d
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